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Rustenburg – Do you enjoy camping? Then why
not visit the Bosele Camp (Golden Leopard Resorts), located within the Manyane Resort in Pilaneberg.
It offers a group facility in log-built dormitory-type
accommodation. The well-equipped ablution blocks
provide hot showers, and there is a bar, shop and
restaurant within the camp, only a short walk from
Bosele. There are also teaching facilities.
Sold yet? Breakfast and dinner can be provided
by a catering team in the dining room, and packed
lunches are also part of the menu. The camp comple[ is surrounded by an electri¿ed game fence,
keeping out dangerous resident animals such as
the lion, elephant and leopard. However, animals
roaming freely around the camp include baboons,
ostriches as well as vervet monkeys, all of which
can be dangerous if provoked.
Bosele Camp recently hosted an international
group that took part in the “Act For Change” project
which ran for 45 days from July 20 to September
4. It involved 40 volunteers (20 Europeans and 20
local volunteers between the ages of 18-25) that

performed youth service related activities in rural
and urban communities using ‘Theatre of the Oppressed’ and ‘Street animation’.
The past 2 weeks saw performances discussing
Culture and it outlined Crime and Poverty. Last
week the theme was Health, and their plays created awareness around HIV/Aids. They will be in
Rustenburg until September the 4th.
The project is aimed at promoting social awareness
and creating social transformation amongst young
people of different backgrounds and fosters the debate on urban and rural development through the
arts. This includes Forum theatre, Invisible theatre,
and story-telling, Theatre of the Oppressed, as well
as music and dance.
Over and above youth development and social
transformation, the Act For Change project is also
a means of building a generation which transcends
racial, cultural, national and geographical divides.
Through the cooperation of all countries involved in
this project, they hope to create a world that celebrates our differences instead of using them to sow
divisions.
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This dynamic group is made up of youth from South
Africa, Estonia, Italy, France, Bulgaria and Turkey
– all with a great passion for the arts and to make
a difference. The group stayed at Bosele Camp in
Pilanesburg for the duration of the project, with performances being hosted every Saturday in public
areas.
The group performed at the Mogwase Shopping
Comple[, J.M. 1tsime High School and in Ma¿keng
at the Crossing Shopping Complex. These performances were based on themes, guided by the social problems of the host country, South Africa.
Apart from the knowledge and information shared
to the public, the project also empowers the volunteers with information and skills that can be used in
their own respective countries to make a difference
that goes beyond the duration of the project and for
the rest of their lives.

To follow the Act For Change activities, please
visit www.act4change.co.za or follow them on
Twitter (@Act4C).

